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Summary

State University of New York (SUNY) Albany’s College of Nanoscale Science and Engineering (CNSE) NanoTech 
Complex is one of the country’s best examples of leveraging research university partnerships to spur local 
economic development, and specifically to attract foreign direct investment to a region.  The CNSE NanoTech 
Complex is a research, development, prototyping, and educational facility that provides industry support 
through outreach, technology acceleration, business incubation, pilot prototyping, and test-based integration 
for on-site corporate partners including IBM, Intel, GlobalFoundries, SEMATECH, Samsung, Toshiba, Tokyo 
Electron, and Novellus Systems. It also undertakes other nanotechnology research activities.1  

The National Nanotechnology Initiative describes nanotechnology as “the study and application of extremely 
small things and can be used across all the other science fields, such as chemistry, biology, physics, materials 
science, and engineering.”2  While simply defined, nanotechnology has boundless applications across all types 
of industry, from consumer goods to advanced health care products.  

CNSE’s NanoTech Complex, built in stages since the late 1990s, has attracted foreign direct investment (FDI) 
from corporate partners around the world, including $300 million from Tokyo Electron Ltd. Research and 
Development Center in 2002, and the 2008 announcement of a new GlobalFoundries facility in Saratoga 
County, New York. This particular collaboration between state government, the university system, and corporate 
partners has led to the direct investment of dollars, jobs, R&D infrastructure, and human capital from foreign 
companies interested in expanding their activities in the United States.     

This practice demonstrates how university research can be leveraged to attract FDI in a targeted technology-
intensive segment. The partnership between state government, SUNY Albany, and corporations is an important 
lesson of the case. In particular, the sustained engagement of the state, across multiple governorships, with 
the university and the NanoTech Complex and the extent of investment were critical factors to the success of 
the practice. This practice provides a useful example for how communities can work with their local research 
university to attract foreign companies.

Background

The Albany-Schenectady-Troy metropolitan statistical area (MSA), made up of Albany, Rensselaer, Saratoga, 
Schenectady, and Schoharie counties, has been called one of the most recession-proof regions of the 
country3.  Anchored by the state capital of Albany, the region has experienced continued population growth 
since the 1980s.  From 1980 to 2010, the region saw a 12.9 percent increase in its population, including a 
5.4 percent increase between 2000 and 2010.  The region’s unemployment rate has consistently remained 

1  http://cnse.albany.edu/WorldClassResources/CNSEAlbanyNanoTechComplex.aspx (accessed July, 2012)
2  http://www.nano.gov/ (accessed August, 2012) 
3  http://money.cnn.com/2010/06/22/news/economy/recession_proof_cities/index.htm (accessed July, 2012)

http://cnse.albany.edu/WorldClassResources/CNSEAlbanyNanoTechComplex.aspx
http://www.nano.gov/
http://money.cnn.com/2010/06/22/news/economy/recession_proof_cities/index.htm
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lower than the state’s, averaging an annual 1.2 percent lower than New York’s unemployment rate between 
2000 and 2012.  Even during the nation’s slow economic recovery, between January 2009 and May 2012, the 
region’s unemployment rate only surpassed 8.0 percent during two months, while the state’s unemployment 
rate was at least 8.0 percent 37 times.  However, while the region’s economy has remained relatively strong, 
its composition has shifted significantly.  The manufacturing sector lost 15,300 jobs, a 43.0 percent decline 
between 1990 and 2010, while New York’s health and education sector gained 32,900 jobs, an increase of 
61.5 percent during the same time period.  

The NanoTech Complex illustrates the gain of education-related jobs.  This entity is a cluster of buildings 
located on the western edge of SUNY Albany’s main campus.  Although most of the major groundbreakings at 
and investments in CNSE’s NanoTech Complex have occurred within the past decade, most timelines describe 
the beginning of the region’s move toward nanotechnology as a targeted economic development cluster during 
the early-to-mid-1990s.  It was during this period when Dr.  Alain Kaloyeros received $10 million in funding to 
study computer chip technologies, and his Material Physics Program was designated as a Center for Advanced 
Thin Film Technology by then-Governor Mario M. Cuomo.  This center, which received $1 million from the state 
of New York, attracted funded research projects in collaboration with electronics firms such as IBM, AMD, 
Texas Instruments, and General Electric, as well as with the SEMATECH semiconductor research consortium.  
Dr. Kaloyeros later became CNSE’s senior vice president and chief executive officer.

The state and SUNY Albany’s first major collaboration in the development of a nanotechnology program 
occurred in 1997 with the establishment of the NanoFab 200, also known as the Center for Environmental 
Sciences and Technology Management (CESTM).  Funding for CESTM came from a $10 million state economic 
development grant, a $2 million federal grant, and more than $1 million in contributions from businesses and 
individuals.4  The CESTM was the first component of what would eventually be called the NanoTech Complex.  
Then-Governor George Pataki was instrumental in facilitating the state’s investment of financial resources into 
SUNY Albany for nanotechnology.  

A major milestone occurred in 2001 when the School of Nanosciences and Nanoengineering was established 
at SUNY Albany, subsequently receiving formal accreditation in 2004 as the CNSE.  Also in 2001, SUNY Albany 
was selected to receive one of the state’s Centers of Excellence in Nanoelectronics and Nanotechnology 
(CENN).  The Centers of Excellence program was designed to encourage technology development.  CENN 
received $50 million from the state under this program, along with $100 million from IBM.  Funding from this 
public-private partnership enabled the construction of critical buildings and equipment. 

The NanoTech Complex was developed in stages, including the still-in-progress NanoFab Xtension, CNSE’s 
most ambitious building to date.  It is designed to help advance the computer chip manufacturing industry to 
making chips on 450-millimeter (mm) wafers from the current 300-mm size, and is the world’s first consortium-
supported research facility dedicated toward this goal.  In a June 2012 interview, Dr. Kaloyeros said, “Now 
that there is a consensus that 450 is happening, our role is to create the environment, enable the resource 
innovation and the manufacturing innovation for the transition. The NanoFab Xtension facility is going to be 
heavily focused on tool development and demonstration, but at the end of the day, all this is going to be driven 
by innovation.”5    

The following table outlines the major facilities constructed as part of the NanoTech Complex, the initial 

4  http://www.albany.edu/feature97/cestm/ (accessed July, 2012) 
5  http://semimd.com/blog/tag/global-450-consortium/ (accessed September, 2012) 

http://www.albany.edu/feature97/cestm/
http://semimd.com/blog/tag/global-450-consortium/
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investment into each of them, and their total square footage.6

Building Year Completed Investment Square Footage Additional 
Information

NanoFab 200 1997 $16.5 million 70,000 4,000 square feet of clean 
room space

NanoFab South 2004 $50 million 150,000 32,000 square feet of 
clean room space

NanoFab North 2005 $170 million 228,000 35,000 square feet of 
clean room space

NanoFab East & Nano-
Fab Central 2009 $150 million 350,000 15,000 square feet of 

clean room space

NanoFab Xtension Ongoing $365 million Approx. 500,000 Approx. 50,000 square 
feet of clean room space

While CNSE moved forward with its plans to expand the size and role of the NanoTech Complex, local and regional 
economic development organizations leveraged the region’s growing reputation as a hub for nanotechnology 
research and development.  In the late 1990s, the Center for Economic Growth (CEG), a not-for-profit economic 
development organization serving New York’s capital region, started building and implementing a new marketing 
campaign for the area.  This campaign, later rebranded as “NY Loves Nanotech,” was an attempt to redirect 
the economic development efforts of New York’s capital region from declining traditional manufacturing and 
toward tech-related sectors, including advanced materials, biotech, clean energy, information technology, and 
nanotechnology.7  In 2004 the CEG commissioned an industrial-sector report describing the potential market 
and economic impacts of nanotechnology-related industries.  Beyond the marketing and research, the CEG 
began actively recruiting  to New York’s capital region foreign companies with ties to nanotechnology research 
and development, in particular those operating in the nanoelectronics and semiconductor sectors.   

The Practice in Operation

CNSE’s NanoTech Complex currently employs more than 2,600 people and has established some 300 
corporate partnerships8.  Its existing space encompasses approximately 800,000 square feet, where its staff 
engage in every activity from basic research to community relations.  The NanoTech Complex’s approach 
and involvement in recruiting FDI has changed over time, but it has always been in the business of recruiting 
corporate partners. Three key aspects of the practice are infrastructure, research, and marketing. 

Infrastructure
The NanoTech Complex encompasses an extensive set of facilities and equipment that integrate key aspects 
of semiconductor innovation: research, development, and prototyping.  The complex includes 200-mm/300-
mm wafer facilities and more than 80,000 square feet of Class 1 clean room space.  Metrology, lithography, 
and processing tools are available.  In addition, the nearby Smart System Technology and Commercialization 
Center offers equipment and facilities for design, fabrication, and packaging for development of new devices 
and process manufacturing.  The NanoTech Complex is a distinctive mix of high-end equipment for educational 
use, shared facilities for lease by corporations, and proprietary facilities established by leading semiconductor 
companies. 

6  http://cnse.albany.edu/WorldClassResources/CNSEAlbanyNanoTechComplex.aspx (accessed July, 2012) 
7  Tucker, Michael F. The Rise of Tech Valley. The IEDC Economic Development Journal; Vol 7, Number 4, Fall 2008. 
8  http://cnse.albany.edu/AboutUs/CNSEQuickFacts.aspx (accessed July, 2012)

http://cnse.albany.edu/WorldClassResources/CNSEAlbanyNanoTechComplex.aspx
http://cnse.albany.edu/AboutUs/CNSEQuickFacts.aspx
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University Research
The relatively new college attracted faculty with substantial industry experience. Laura Schultz, assistant 
professor of nanoeconomics at CNSE, notes that more than one-third of CNSE faculty have industry experience 
compared with fewer than 15 percent in traditional physical sciences departments.9  These faculty are involved 
in 29 nanoelectronics research centers and programs.  For example, CNSE is home to one of the pre-eminent 
nanoelectronics programs – the Institute for Nanolectronics Discovery and Exploration (INDEX).  This effort 
represents a collaboration of the Semiconductor Research Corporation (a research consortium composed 
of leading semiconductor companies such as IBM, Intel, and Texas Instruments) and the National Science 
Foundation as part of the Nanoelectronics Research Initiative.  Dr. Alain Kaloyeros is the INDEX director, and 
10 other universities from around the nation are involved in INDEX-related research.  INDEX seeks to make 
breakthroughs in fabrication and measurement at the nanoscale.  INDEX has attracted nine companies that 
serve as industrial liaisons, enabling them to have early access to research results.

Marketing the Region
According to Dave Rooney, CEG’s senior vice president of business development and marketing, CEG and the 
NanoTech Complex have always had a symbiotic relationship in attracting businesses to the region.  As the 
NanoTech Complex was being developed, CNSE would exhibit with CEG at conferences under the banner of 
“NY Loves Nano.”  These included key microelectronic conferences such as Semicon West in San Francisco 
and Semicon Europa in Dresden, Germany.  In subsequent years, as CNSE gained more international renown 
as a hub of nanotechnology research and development, CNSE’s role within the conferences changed.  Instead 
of working the exhibition hall, faculty gave talks and presentations at the same conferences where CEG was 
exhibiting.  The relationship between the university and local economic development organizations today 
continues in this fashion.  CNSE’s NanoTech Complex is internationally regarded, and as CEG highlights the 
region’s strengths, the NanoTech Complex is one of the biggest components to showcase.  As an example, CEG 
recently arranged a tour of the NanoTech Complex with a visiting group of site selectors.

Results to Date

The NanoTech Complex has hundreds of corporate partners engaging in collaborative research and development 
with each other and with SUNY Albany faculty, but there are two key foreign direct investments that speak to 
the success of the NanoTech Complex.

The first is the 2002 location of Tokyo Electron Ltd.’s $300 million research and development center, the only one 
of its kind outside Japan.  Tokyo Electron identified several favorable factors when making its location decision.  
The NanoTech Complex already had a concentration of companies that would benefit from Tokyo Electron’s 
products and provide a platform for research and development collaboration.  International SEMATECH, a 
consortium of the world’s largest computer chip makers, had relocated its international headquarters there 
from Austin, Texas in 2007.  International SEMATECH’s presence, along with the abundant testing facilities 
in which the NanoTech Complex had invested, provided Tokyo Electron with a platform to speed its product 
development and time to market.  At the time of the announcement, Tokyo Electron’s president and CEO 
said, “By participating in this center, we will significantly enhance our internal development efforts, ultimately 
allowing us to shorten the time required to bring critical technology from the research lab to the production 
floor.”10  Applied Materials and ASML, which make up a large portion of the semiconductor manufacturing 
equipment market, arrived shortly after Tokyo Electron and created their own research centers within CNSE.  

9  Schultz, L. I. (2011). Nanotechnology’s triple helix: a case study of the University at Albany’s College of Nanoscale Science and Engineer-
ing. Journal of Technology Transfer 36, 553.
10  http://www.siteselection.com/ssinsider/bbdeal/bd021202.htm (accessed August, 2012) 

http://www.siteselection.com/ssinsider/bbdeal/bd021202.htm
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The attraction of Tokyo Electron and others is an excellent example of how a region can leverage university 
partnerships to recruit intellectual capital and investment from foreign companies.  

However, for local economic development organizations (EDOs), the direct benefits remain within the walls of 
SUNY Albany. The goal of many local and regional EDOs is to recruit facilities to their communities that provide 
direct employment opportunities for their residents.  Albany area EDOs wanted to see more examples of 
companies such as Vistec Lithography and M+W Group.  In 2006, Vistec Lithography relocated its headquarters 
from Cambridge, England to Watervliet Arsenal, less than 10 miles from Albany, and brought its research and 
development operations to CNSE.  M+W Group moved its U.S. headquarters to the Watervliet Arsenal site in 
2010.      

The scope grew larger when GlobalFoundries, a leading international manufacturer of computer chips, decided 
to construct a $4.2 billion11 semiconductor manufacturing facility, called Fab 8, at the Luther Forest Technology 
Campus in New York’s Saratoga County.  The attraction of GlobalFoundries validated the state’s and region’s 
plans to build a nanotechnology cluster not based solely on research and development, but on creating high-
paying, quality jobs for area residents.  Travis Bullard, GlobalFoundries’ public affairs and communications 
manager, was quoted in 2010 as saying, “When you look at why this [location] process was successful, I think 
the answer is that [the state] knew exactly what it wanted.  New York State and this area [Saratoga County] 
in particular determined that they wanted to bring a semiconductor chip fab here. What you are seeing here 
today is the result of New York setting a goal and identifying the resources needed to be in place to make the 
decision…so much easier.”12

A review of location quotients in Saratoga County adds more clarity to the local economic impact of 
GlobalFoundries’ decision to build its most recent manufacturing facility here.  Location quotients show 
the share of employment for an industry at a local level as compared to the share of employment in the 
same industry for a larger reference area.  The following table shows the change in location quotients for the 
semiconductor and electronic component manufacturing industry13 in Saratoga County between 2007 and 
2011.  

Saratoga County, N.Y. 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

NAICS 33441 Semiconductor and electronic component 
manufacturing ND 1.06 1.13 2.12 4.95

Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics

In 2007, the share of employment within the semiconductor and electronic component manufacturing industry 
was so small that the federal Bureau of Labor Statistics could not calculate it.  Over the next four, years Saratoga 
County went from having a miniscule share of employment in this sector to having a far greater concentration 
as compared to the United States as a whole.  While a location quotient does not prove causality between 
the NanoTech Complex and job growth in this industry, it shows that the practices put in place have made a 
significant contribution.  A 2011 economic impact study on the GlobalFoundries facility found 6,500 annual 
direct, indirect, and induced jobs created since the company made its location announcement in 2008.14  

11   http://www.areadevelopment.com/AnnualReports/july2010/Globalfoundries-New-York-2010-Gold-Shovel-1100001.shtml?Page=1 
(accessed August, 2012) 
12  http://www.areadevelopment.com/AnnualReports/july2010/Globalfoundries-New-York-2010-Gold-Shovel-1100001.shtml?Page=2 
(accessed August, 2012) 
13  NAICS Code 33441 
14  http://www.lutherforest.org/documents/EhrilchEconomicStudyUpdateJune2011.pdf (accessed August, 2012) 

http://www.areadevelopment.com/AnnualReports/july2010/Globalfoundries-New-York-2010-Gold-Shovel-1100001.shtml?Page=1
http://www.areadevelopment.com/AnnualReports/july2010/Globalfoundries-New-York-2010-Gold-Shovel-1100001.shtml?Page=2
http://www.lutherforest.org/documents/EhrilchEconomicStudyUpdateJune2011.pdf
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Lessons Learned

The key to the success of the NanoTech Complex attracting foreign direct investment – both as intellectual 
capital and on-the-ground development – is the partnership between state government, SUNY Albany, and 
corporations.  Not every state can attract the same industry that the capital region of New York has, but every 
state with a major research university can study, replicate, and implement the partnership model that has 
served New York so well.  

Some keys to this success include a state government, and particularly a succession of governors, that saw 
value in making capital investments that would lure cutting-edge researchers and companies to the area.  
This continuity in leadership support was essential to the ongoing investment from the state.  A 2010 New 
York State Comptroller report found that from 2000-2001 to the 2008-2009 fiscal year, the state invested 
$876.1 million in funding for nanotechnology research at the SUNY Albany College of Nanoscale Science and 
Engineering, across 13 different projects.15 This level of support would not have been possible without the 
ongoing support of the state’s top leadership.   

It was also important that the director of the NanoTech Complex, Dr. Alain Kaloyeros, understood and used the 
language of economic development.  In nearly every interview, Dr. Kaloyeros has spoken about the economic 
impact to the state and its communities through the work being done to grow and advance the NanoTech 
Complex and its various programs.  

Also, incentives played a big role in attracting internationally recognized corporations to the NanoTech Complex 
and surrounding communities.  Access to cutting-edge research and a unique cluster of academic leadership, 
advanced equipment, testing facilities, and an educated workforce gave companies a reason to take a close 
look at New York’s capital region.  Still, the financial incentives were important to closing the deal on several 
key relocations.  The state of New York provided $201 million in incentives to attract International SEMATECH, 
$100 million to attract Tokyo Electron Ltd.,16 and an unprecedented $1.2 billion to GlobalFoundries.17

It was by no means easy or inexpensive to attract this set of companies, but through very strong state-university-
corporate partnerships, a proactive targeted industry attraction effort, and the availability of state incentives, 
New York has developed a premier nanotechnology cluster and a base for future economic growth.   

15  Use of State Funding for Research into Emerging Technologies at the State University of New York at Albany: Nanotechnology.  Office 
of the New York State Comptroller. 2010.   
16  http://www.siteselection.com/ssinsider/bbdeal/bd021202.htm 
17  http://www.areadevelopment.com/AnnualReports/july2010/Globalfoundries-New-York-2010-Gold-Shovel-1100001.shtml?Page=2 
(accessed August, 2012) 

http://www.siteselection.com/ssinsider/bbdeal/bd021202.htm
http://www.areadevelopment.com/AnnualReports/july2010/Globalfoundries-New-York-2010-Gold-Shovel-1100001.shtml?Page=2
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Milestones
1993 Center for Advanced Thin Film Technology is formed.

1997 NanoFab 200 is launched.

2001 Center of Excellence in Nanoelectronics and Nanotechnology is selected.

2002 Tokyo Electron Ltd. locates its $300 million research and development center in the 
NanoTech Complex.

2004 NanoFab South breaks ground.

2005 NanoFab North is established.

2007 International SEMATECH locates its headquarters in the NanoTech Complex.

2009 NanoFab East and NanoFab Central are launched.

2010 GlobalFoundries constructs a $4.2 billion  semiconductor manufacturing facility at the 
Luther Forest Technology Campus in nearby Saratoga County.
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